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Abstract

In contrast, we define “soft” censorship as the removal
of content that is legal to access in the associated country.
Instead of tackling the full breadth of censorship problems,
we focus on the more insidious problem of soft censorship.
The OpenNet Initiative reports that 37 of 74 measured
countries perform technical censorship [36]. Furthermore
in countries with soft censorship, there is clearly a demand
for robust circumvention networks. Reports in China show
anywhere from “at most 3% of the population” [42] to
“25% of netizens” [27] to “58% of bloggers” [43] have used
tools to access blocked content at some point. This refined
scope also allows us to tailor our system towards the needs
of the majority of censored netizens, trading improved performance, availability, and accessibility for full anonymity.

The desire for uncensored access to the Internet has
motivated the development of both open proxies like Tor
and social graph-based overlays like FreeNet. However,
neither design is sufficient, as relays in open proxies are
easily exposed and blocked, and overlays based just on
social trust suffer from poor availability and performance.
In this paper, we introduce the design for a new overlay
service, Unblock, constructed from an augmented social
graph. In Unblock, multi-hop paths through social
links protect individual participants from exposure to
adversaries. Unblock achieves good performance by
introducing additional links in the network graph in a
manner that minimizes vulnerability. We analyze appropriate transport level techniques for such an overlay, and
demonstrate the practicality of the system for web traffic.
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This paper presents Unblock, a system resistant to soft
censorship. It provides access to websites in the face
of current censorship techniques including IP address
blacklisting, DNS poisoning, and keyword filtering.
Unblock is designed to help the majority of users who
want to access censored content. We assume that users of
Unblock access legal content and face little risk if they are
detected beyond Internet disruption. For example in China,
when a user accesses content with forbidden keywords
such as “Tiananmen Square”, they may experience service
disruptions for unrelated content afterwards [37]. While
there may be some uncertainty regarding the legality of
specific content in each country, we believe Unblock is
valuable as a tool to stem the ability of controlling entities
to covertly censor Internet content.

Introduction

Unfettered digital communication, as provided by the
Internet, has fundamentally changed the world in countless ways. Businesses, organizations, and citizens have
benefited from the Internet’s global reach. However, the
Internet was not designed to be resilient to censorship, and
governments have restricted communication to advance
their social and economic agendas [22, 36]. Worse,
network equipment providers have shown a willingness
to commoditize and profit from censorship by selling
interception and filtering devices [45].
Censorship today is more than aggressive suppression of
activists by oppressive governments. Many countries use a
variety of automated techniques to affect communications
on a wide scale. For a variety of reasons, entire domains
are regularly blocked [1], sometimes due to individual
pieces of objectionable content. Domain blocking is
very coarse-grained and often blocks access to unrelated
content for extended amounts of time. For example, in
2008 Pakistan temporarily blocked all of YouTube due
to offensive “non-Islamic” videos [58]. Other content may
be blocked to shift public perception (selectively cropping
content from someone’s news feed can significantly
alter the way they perceive the world [9, 10]) or to exert
economic pressure [13] by degrading service to foreign
competitors, enabling new forms of protectionism in the
multi-trillion dollar Internet economy.
Like many security problems, Internet censorship is
not purely technical and countries all have their own approaches to law enforcement on the Internet. We define
“hard” censorship as enforcement through judicial and
physical means, such as the prosecution of illegal activity.

Previous research on censorship-resistant networks has
focused on routing-level network designs [21, 28, 56] and
overlay systems [14, 53], but neither of these have proven
to be well suited for soft censorship. Routing-level designs
require widespread physical deployments to be effective,
which has a high startup cost. Prior censorship-resistant
overlay systems use relays that are easy to identify and
block. This forces users to constantly add and configure
new relays, an effort that is financially and logistically
exhausting [4]. As we show in Section 2, attempts to hide
relay locations are largely ineffective.
Unblock is based on a third class of censorshipresistance which rests on trusted social connections. By
asking users to explicitly connect with friends who they
trust to conceal their identity, Unblock forms a global
social network. Traffic is routed over these links to participants willing to relay traffic out of the overlay (which
we call “exit nodes”) in a region where the content is not
censored. Multi-hop routing, coupled with mechanisms
to prevent overlay disruption, hide participants.
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Figure 1: Number of observed censorship episodes against Tor
(i.e. blocking Tor when it was previously not blocked).

Figure 2: Number of discovered Tor bridge nodes vs number
of PlanetLab vantage points.

Unfortunately, node degrees in social networks exhibit
a power law distribution where many users only have a
small number of friends, reducing availability. Unblock
improves performance and availability by introducing
randomized shortcut links, untrusted connections that
risk exposing a small set of users to an adversary in order
to dramatically increase availability. The system also
employs a custom set of transport mechanisms optimized
for such a multi-hop network.
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of Unblock,
we implement the protocol on top of OneSwarm, an
existing social overlay-based bulk file sharing system. Our
implementation shows the ability of censorship resistance
to piggy-back upon existing systems, and demonstrates
the incentives and protocol-masking techniques such a
system can employ. We evaluated the performance in
controlled testbed settings and measured the ability to
perform web requests under various configurations. We
evaluated our mechanism for social network augmentation
using a simulator to measure the implications of our design
decisions at scale. Our measurements show that Unblock
provides high availability and improved performance with
minimal risk of exposure of participants.

Open access overlays are vulnerable to blocking
because of their use of a centralized directory service and
because they freely distribute relay addresses to users. For
example, Tor provides a few well-known directory servers
that return certified lists of relays. As the censor can look
up or crawl all relays, these systems are as blockable as
the very websites they want to provide access to.
To quantify the resilience of open access overlay, we
analyzed availability provided by the Tor network. Using
data the Tor project has maintained from usage of its
network in 243 countries from August 2007 to December
2012 [48], we aggregated the number of clients that
connected to each of the Tor directory servers into two
week periods by country. We compared these totals with
the preceding period. Finally, these ratios were normalized
to the total number of Tor users around the world for the
two corresponding periods. The two week period acts
as a low pass filter, minimizing variations in usage. By
normalizing against the global user count, the analysis
also accounts for overall trends in Tor usage.
We analyze this data by defining a censorship episode
as an event where the Tor usage in a country where Tor
is normally unblocked drops more than four standard
deviations below expectation. Figure 1 illustrates the
results from this analysis. Out of 243 countries, Tor
experienced at least one censorship episode in 53, with
repeated disruptions in many of those countries.
In response to an increasingly hostile network environment, Tor has added semi-secret relays called bridge
nodes and protocol obfuscation called obfsproxy. While
obfsproxy is orthogonal to IP blocking, and employs
techniques which work in tandem with Unblock, bridge
nodes do not solve the problem of providing safe entry
points to the overlay. The same mechanisms which help
users find bridges can be abused to identify and block those
same machines. Although Tor limits the number of bridges
exposed to any given IP, this restriction is ineffective
against a resourceful censor in possession of a diverse
set of IP addresses.1 For Figure 2, we crawled the Tor
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Background and Challenges

Existing overlays are unsuitable for providing blocking
resistant services. Public open-access overlays like Tor
are easily blocked by governmental censors while social
network-based overlays have poor path availability and
connectivity. Moreover, multi-hop traffic forwarding over
overlays is slow, resulting in a frustrating web browsing
experience for users. In this section, we quantify these
limitations to motivate the design of Unblock.
2.1

Open Access Overlays are Easily Blocked

Public open-access overlays have two characteristic
attributes: (a) any client can use any relay to construct
a circuit for routing traffic, (b) they rely on a centralized
directory system to publish information regarding relays.
These include anonymizing overlays such as Tor, Ultrasurf,
and Freegate, as well as open proxies that are used to
evade censorship [17].

1 Tor also uses other mechanisms for distributing bridge nodes, such
as automatic email responses to email queries for bridge nodes from
Gmail accounts. These mechanisms are equally susceptible to crawling
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Site
Google
Facebook
Amazon
Twitter
Yahoo

1

CDF

0.8
0.6
0.4
Foursquare
Flickr
Youtube

0.2
0
0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
Fraction of Node Uptime

Direct (ms)
222
1,821
1,289
684
1,810

Tor (ms)
8,940
16,711
13,914
9,229
15,850

Slowdown
40.8
9.2
10.8
13.5
8.8

Table 1: Slowdown introduced by Tor for loading popular
domains in January 2013.
1

bridge discovery mechanism from multiple vantage points
on PlanetLab. We found that by requesting bridge nodes
from multiple locations, we were able to discover the IP
addresses of nearly 240 bridge nodes in Tor. In fact, this
included almost all of the Tor bridge nodes that were distributed through HTTP during the measurement period [3].
One could easily imagine a censor using similar crawling
techniques to find and block bridge nodes. Reports
confirm that China already blocks bridge nodes [50].

Figure 3 shows the results of this experiment. We find that
the availability of working paths is highly susceptible to
churn. Due to the stringy nature of these social networks,
churn disconnects some nodes entirely from any exit
node, lowering the total connectivity to exit nodes from
100% to around 50% for typical node uptimes seen in P2P
systems [18, 26, 41, 47]. Even when more nodes served
as exit nodes, we experienced similar disconnection
properties. Our simulations show that the number of
overlay hops is also affected by the social network
structure. Many nodes have to traverse long overlay paths
– much more than the three hop paths used by systems such
as Tor – and the overlay path lengths are further inflated
when only a fraction of the nodes are online.

2.2

2.3

Figure 3: Fraction of nodes with paths to exit nodes on different
social network datasets for varying node uptimes and with 10%
of the nodes being exit nodes.

Social Network Based Overlays Have Poor
Connectivity

Overlays Have Poor Transport Performance

By targeting soft censorship, we address a very different
target audience than activists who demand strict anonymity
but tolerate poor performance. It is important to offer good
network performance (i.e., low latency) for convenient
access to the wide-range of interactive web services. Also,
by optimizing Unblock for common web browsing, we can
incentivize longer uptimes of average users and improve
overall capacity and connectivity of the network.
Current overlays are typically not designed to take full
advantage of available bandwidth, and are faulted for
offering degraded performance to users. To some extent
this is unavoidable, since data is transferred multiple times
across the overlay, resulting in higher latency and a greater
possibility of traversing congested links. However, a well
designed protocol can mitigate these factors.
To characterize the latency of overlay communications,
we measured page load times using Tor compared
with “normal” direct connections from a set of 112
geographically diverse PlanetLab nodes. As can be seen in
Table 1, the page load time for popular sites increases by
a factor of 10 when web pages are loaded over Tor. This
is consistent with the issues outlined in [15, 48]. For the
same experiment on the Alexa top 100 sites, the median
page load time increased from 2.1s to 15.7s. Overlay
transport performance is particularly important in the
context of social overlays, where paths to an exit node
could be longer than the three hops that is required by Tor.
The performance inefficiencies of overlay networks
are generally attributed to two factors. First, forwarding
traffic over multiple end-hosts limits the throughput to the

Social network overlays have been explored in the past
to improve trust and security. Examples include the Ostra [33] email service and the OneSwarm [20] system for
anonymous P2P file-sharing. Social overlays route user
traffic to “exit nodes”, nodes located in non-censored domains willing to make connections on behalf of other users,
in order to provide access to blocked websites. Social overlays are an attractive option for resilient service because the
network can be formed in a completely decentralized fashion. As each user joins the overlay by connecting to his explicitly trusted peers, no single user (including the censor)
can discover the identities of more than a few participants.
Unfortunately, availability in social overlays tends
to suffer from sparse connectedness. We measured the
graph properties of Youtube, Flickr and Foursquare using
datasets collected by [32, 44]. We hypothesize these
networks will be at least as dense as a network targeting
censorship resistance, where users may be hesitant to
advertise their participation. Nevertheless, most nodes
in the measured networks have at most a handful of links
to other peers and a large number of users have only one
social link. This is particularly problematic in a P2P
setting where users, essential for connectivity, may not
be available all of the time.
We simulated the availability of paths through these
social networks under varying churn (percent of time users
spend online) when 10% of participants serve as exit nodes.
attacks, especially since researchers have demonstrated that one can
acquire Gmail accounts for about $0.30 per account [35].
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slowest link. For example, in Oneswarm, multi-hop overlay paths have an average throughput of only 29 KBytes/s,
leading to poor performance unless multiple paths are
used [20]. Second, in Tor, all traffic between any pair of
overlay nodes, even if they represent circuits for different
clients, are multiplexed over a single TCP connection.
This mixing results in interference across circuits during
congestion control and large queueing delays [39].
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like Obfsproxy to deter protocol fingerprinting.
3.2

We proceed in three steps to build a blocking-resistant
overlay targeting interactive web browsing. Our Unblock
implementation is built on top of an existing social-network
based overlay aimed at peer-to-peer file sharing, which
allows us to test our system on an existing deployment,
and hide our traffic within an existing protocol.

System Design

Social-network based overlay: Users in Unblock have
real-world trust relationships. They establish a communication link between their corresponding nodes and use it
to convey overlay traffic. We use a social overlay because
it is easier to keep participation largely secret – individual
members might be compromised by social engineering attacks, but it is harder to systematically expose and block a
significant fraction of overlay communications. Technical
mechanisms are needed for rendezvous and routing – that
is, how to discover the IP addresses of friends, and the paths
to exit nodes. A key challenge is that these mechanisms
need to be resistant to blocking. (See Sections 3.4 and 3.5.)

In this section, we describe the design of Unblock that aims
to combine the privacy, security, and locality properties
of social overlays with the flexible and robust connectivity
of open access overlays.
3.1

System Overview

Adversaries and Threat Model

We model our censor based on existing soft censorship
practices seen in many parts of the world. Content censorship is performed using technical means – i.e., the censor
silently blocks or alters access to certain sites but does not
impose real-world punishments on users for using antiblocking software. We assume that the censor has direct
control over routers in their domain and is able to disrupt
communications through matching patterns in the packet
header or content. Studies have confirmed that censors exploit this control to block content by polluting DNS entries,
blocking IP addresses, or blacklisting keyword terms [37].
We expect a censor will also be able to infiltrate a
limited number of social links, giving it access to the
overlay. It is able to generate, modify, and delete protocol
messages flowing through nodes it controls, create sybils,
record timing and other information, and correlate traffic
from multiple nodes. We call adversary controlled nodes
moles, since they infiltrate the social network to spy on
and disrupt the network.
Importantly, our adversary does not employ a whitelist
(blocking all traffic except allowed sites), seize client
machines, or otherwise coerce users into revealing
which friends are running Unblock software. While
censors have routinely targeted and blocked popular
anti-censorship systems, there have been no reports in
China (or many other countries) of users being punished
for using anti-blocking software [36]. Such measures carry
significant political, social, and economic costs 2 . If the
adversary were to prohibit all encrypted communications,
our approach would not be effective.
Unblock is resilient against an adversary who disrupts
flows based upon host, protocol, or keyword analysis. Under active surveillance within the overlay, an adversary will
be unable to determine the traffic of other users. We are as
robust to protocol analysis as other overlays. The Unblock
overlay can be used in parallel with protocol obfuscation

Overlay augmentation: To improve availability and
performance of multi-hop communication, Unblock
augments the social overlay with additional random links
that provide shortcuts and a greater diversity of paths. Crucially, this mechanism reveals only a bounded amount of
membership information to an attacker. (See Section 3.3.)
Optimized transport: The augmented overlay path is
subject to transport inefficiencies that afflict overlay mix
networks. To mitigate the performance impact, Unblock
specifies transport layer mechanisms for achieving
reasonable latency and throughput. We understand
that the protocol will need to evolve as censors develop
more sophisticated protocol fingerprinting techniques,
but anticipate mitigating such attacks through the same
protocol obfuscation techniques employed in other
anti-censorship systems. (See Section 3.7.)
3.3

Hybrid Overlay Network

As discussed earlier, relying on social network links is
insufficient. To supplement connectivity, we use a hybrid
overlay: we add links to approximate a random overlay
network. The augmented network provides users with
additional peers that are likely located at random points
in the social network. In addition to providing users with
redundant connectivity, these additional untrusted links
counteract the stringiness of the social network, greatly
reducing the graph diameter.
Before describing the augmentation used in our system,
we examine the desired properties of such a mechanism.
• Any augmentation mechanism that exposes relay
identities can be abused by an adversary. We need to
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Egyptian government’s Internet shutdown in 2011 was seen
to popularize rather than suppress anti-government sentiments [19].
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1. When node x establishes a trusted link li , it computes
D(x,li ), which is a boolean value that determines whether
or not x will add itself to RNLs received through li . D(x,li )
is probabilistic with the random choice seeded using node
ID x and link ID li , and x retains this computed value for
subsequent operations.
2. Upon receiving an RNL through a trusted link li , node x
does the following:
(a) x adds itself to the incoming RNL based on D(x,li ).
Since this decision takes into account li , a node might
add itself to an RNL received through some of its trusted
links, but not others. This choice will be stable both
within and across epochs.
(b) Upon adding itself to the end of the incoming RNL,
x ensures that the size of the RNL is bounded by the
parameter k. If it exceeds k, x removes the very first
element, or the farthest node, from the RNL.
(c) x then propagates the RNL through one of its trusted
links, choosing the one, lo , that precedes li in
the consistent hashing keyspace. x also saves the
propagated RNL locally.
Figure 5: RNL Computation.
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A

Figure 4: Example of the addition of untrusted links. In this
example, an RNL is propagated through the path F-I-H-G-D-EA-X. Nodes F, I, G, and A add themselves to the propagated RNL.
Node X can then establish direct untrusted links with nodes F,
I, G, and A when it receives the RNL. Both trusted and untrusted
links can be used for data transfers.

minimize the extent to which an infiltrating adversary
can exploit this mechanism.
• At least some of the additional links should be to relays
that are not in a node’s immediate neighborhood; this
reduces path length to far away exit nodes.
• We require the set of untrusted links to be stable over
time in order to reduce the leakage of node identities.

to these nodes are labeled as untrusted and are not used
for propagating RNLs; these shortcuts are used exclusively
for routing overlay traffic.
RNL Propagation: RNLs are not flooded but rather propagated through specific paths within the trusted social network. These paths are are recomputed at each epoch, defined to be “a long time” – a period of time where the majority of users in the system have changed their IP addresses
and therefore the identity of nodes discovered in previous
epochs is of little value to an adversary. This period can be
on the order of a few days to weeks, depending on the underlying network [57]. At the start of the epoch, each node
will take a snapshot of its current trusted links, hash the
identity of each neighbor with a local secret, and use these
as the set of IDs in a consistent hashing keyspace. The
resulting keyspace is used to determine where to forward
incoming RNLs. The outgoing link is chosen as the link
preceding the incoming link in the keyspace. The keyspace
is fixed for the duration of an epoch. The use of consistent hashing implies that RNLs are propagated through the
same deterministic set of trusted links during an epoch.
Further, it also minimizes changes between epochs when
new trusted links are added to the social overlay.
Figure 4 provides an example of how RNLs are
constructed and Figure 5 provides the pseudocode. When
a node is connected to the rest of the network by a single
trusted link, it will forward any incoming RNL back across
the same link, possibly adding itself as shown in Figure 6.
In addition to RNL propagation, nodes also periodically
perform random walks to obtain unbiased samples of network characteristics such as average uptime, average node
degree, and network size. We borrow techniques from
prior work [5, 24, 30], which show that a node can perform

Our approach is to provide each overlay node with a
set of untrusted links based on its position in the social
overlay. We view a node’s social network connectivity as
a unique capability and develop a distributed mechanism
for providing each node with additional links based on its
location. We consider the Sybil attack model introduced
by systems such as SybilGuard [60]. When adversaries
infiltrate the social overlay, we bound the number of
nodes exposed to the adversary to be proportional to the
number of attack edges - defined as a social link between
an adversary controlled machine and a legitimate user.
Importantly, our mechanism ensures that adversaries
are not be able to uncover an arbitrary number of node
identities by mounting a Sybil attack wherein they assume
multiple identities behind a single attack edge.
3.3.1

Mechanisms for Disseminating Relays and
Computing Network Parameters

Preliminaries: We form untrusted links by circulating
collections of randomly sampled overlay nodes, referred
to as random node lists (or RNLs). Each overlay node
is identified by its public key and the IP address and port
at which it can be contacted. The RNL is an ordered list
of these identifiers, with the last element being the node
that has been most recently added to the list. RNLs are
propagated through the edges of the social overlay (also
referred to as trusted links). Nodes probabilistically add
themselves to RNLs before propagating them further. A
node receiving an RNL can then establish untrusted links
to nodes identified by the RNL. New shortcut connections
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log(n) hops away. In expectation, c of these c/f untrusted
links are likely to be active at any instant in time, thus
providing greater path diversity to the node.

I
H
F

E

G

B

Reduced path lengths: The scheme outlined above also
reduces path lengths. It has been shown that many social
networks have the small-world topology property in that
a sequence of log(n) random hops through the network
often leads to a random node within the network [7, 16, 60].
This implies that the additional links can be modeled as
random links, with the associated benefit of bounding the
diameter of the augmented overlay [6]3 .

Z

X

D
C

U

V

Y
A

Figure 6: Example of RNL propagation. Node F has hashed
its neighbors as I → C → H. Advertisements from I are passed
on to C. Since C has no other friends, it will send the same list
(possibly adding itself) back to F .

Mitigating bottlenecks: The scheme described above
also improves the number of links that cross any cut of the
network graph. RNL messages propagate k = log(n)+c/f
relays across each trusted link that separates a censored domain from other uncensored domains. Thus, the augmentation mechanism will likely increase the number of overlay
connections across ISP or state boundaries by a factor of k.

a random walk of length r, where r is a crude overestimate
of the network diameter (say 30) in order to arrive at a
random node in the network. Repeated random walks
yield samples from different nodes and an average of the
reported values is used as local estimates of expected node
uptime and node degree. We also use the random increasing walk technique proposed in [5] to obtain an estimate of
the network size. This technique constrains random walks
to progress only from lower node ids to higher node ids,
with the number of hops taken by the walk providing an
estimate of the network size. Again, repeated invocations
of the random walk is used to obtain an accurate estimate.
3.3.2

Balanced load: We configure the decision process
D(x,li ) to avoid creating untrusted links to high degree
nodes. These nodes, with degree over c/f , forward RNLs
but never add themselves. This avoids hotspots, prevents
discovery and blocking of high-degree nodes, and allows
for the propagation of nodes with lower degrees.
Configurable security: Any node can choose a security
policy of never adding its identity to RNLs or connecting
to nodes propagated by RNLs. This security setting allows
users in regions that practice strong censorship to prioritize
their anonymity over availability and performance.

Policies

The RNL propagation mechanism outlined above allows
us to propagate node identities through random paths in
the social network. We now outline how we can configure
the mechanism to achieve a few desired properties. Our
default policy is as follows: We configure the number of
relays propagated through each RNL, k, based on the estimated size of the network (n) and the expected probability
that a typical node is online in the system (f ). Our desired
outcome is to have each node be connected to at least c online nodes in the system. Studies have shown that as long as
c ≥ 3, the random overlay formed by untrusted links forms
a well-connected network with low diameter [6]. Each
node connects to the c/f furtherest nodes in the propagating RNL in order to account for node uptimes. Thus, we set
the number of relays stored in the propagating RNL, k, to be
set to log(n)+c/f , such that the furthest c/f nodes are random nodes within the network [7,16,60]. Further, consider
the following connection policy for establishing untrusted
links. Upon receiving an RNL, let a node x with lx trusted
links connect to the c/(f ∗lx ) farthest relays propagated
by a RNL and establish untrusted links with each of these
relays. This policy leads to improvements in availability
and performance, and also mitigates bottlenecks.

3.3.3

Analysis

The RNL propagation mechanism limits an adversary’s
ability to discover relay addresses:
Limited size of RNLs: With our default policy outlined
above, a mole with a single attack edge will discover the
identity of log(n)+c/f relays by examining its incoming
RNL. Further, it can generate an RNL of its own, containing
just Sybils, and propagate this across the attack edge.
Unsuspecting low-degree nodes would then connect to the
attacker and its Sybils. The number of such victims is also
log(n) + c/f since these low-degree nodes would then
replace the attacker nodes in the RNL after processing it.
Overall, each attack edge yields a total of 2∗(log(n)+c/f )
relays to the attacker. As an example, consider the scenario in Figure 6. The mole X would only receive the
log(n)+c/f items forwarded by A, and could receive up
to log(n)+c/f additional connections upon forwarding
a malicious list of items back to A. The attacker would
3 It has been observed that the fast mixing property might not hold for
some fraction of the nodes in social networks [34]. These nodes would
see smaller reductions in path lengths, but they will still benefit from
improvements in availability as long as the uptimes of its untrusted links
are not correlated.

Enhanced availability: Since a node x would receive
lx such messages through each of its links, it will obtain
c/f untrusted links overall, each to nodes which are about
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receive no additional information from the presence of
Sybils U , V , Y , and Z, as they don’t have additional attack
edges. In other words, a censor’s ability to find participants
will be limited by the number of attack edges it controls.

node properties (such as the region where the node is
located and domains reachable through the node), and an
optional signed attestation from the directory service that
the announcement is indeed from the exit node.
Given the augmented overlay structure of Unblock,
there are often a large number of possible paths to choose
from when routing to an exit node. The goal of the
routing protocol is to provide: (a) minimized end-to-end
latency, (b) multiple parallel paths when available, and
(c) resilience to node failure/churn.
Our approach uses announcement paths to connect to
exit nodes. Announcements create a minimum spanning
tree, but the tree will often be invalid due to churn. To keep
the tree current, nodes update their neighbors with their
new latency when their minimum latency link disconnects
or reconnects. To find multiple paths to an exit, clients
route through multiple links for the first hop and then
traverse the spanning tree from then on.
The traffic cost of exit node announcements is minimal
until the network becomes large. With 10,000 exit nodes
updating at 10 minute intervals, the per-friend traffic cost
of maintaining routes to exit nodes would be around 3kbps.
Once the overlay grows large enough for this traffic to be
noticeable, the internal DHT can be used to manage traffic
by coordinating aggregation and regional preferences for
announcements.
Signed announcements imply that the signer has verified
the claims in the announcement, helping to validate client
trust. Exit nodes which cannot obtain a signature from
the directory server may participate in the system either
by offering a local service, which clients must explicitly
connect to, or by offering their own directory server, and
encouraging clients to trust that authority.

Stability in RNL propagation paths: Propagation
paths are computed using local decisions that are remain
stable over time. Thus repeated invocations of the RNL
propagation mechanism does not reveal any additional
relays than earlier RNL messages from the same epoch.
In summary, the described mechanism results in a
hybrid overlay that augments the underlying social
network with additional links that approximate a random
overlay network. Crucially, the mechanism maps the
location of a node in the social network to a set of random
nodes in a consistent and crawl-resistant manner, thus
limiting the leakage of relay identities and safeguarding
against Sybil attacks.
3.4

Accessing the Internet through exit nodes

Unblock uses exit nodes to create a bridge between the
overlay network and the public Internet. Exit nodes can either provide global Internet connectivity or restrict access
to a small set of services. The user running the exit node
is free to specify the exit policy of their node. Running an
exit-node with global connectivity has been problematic
for other networks4 , motivating the more expressive policy.
In Unblock, a user can opt to only provide access to certain
domains (e.g., only access to wikipedia.org, twitter.com,
google.com, and nothing else), to reduce the risk of abuse.
Service providers that wish to improve access to their
own site can run their own nodes providing access to only
their service. In this latter case, the provider may keep
information about the exit node (such as its IP address)
private, creating an effect similar to Tor hidden services.
In order to contact an exit node, a peer must first know
of its existence. In Unblock, each exit node is identified by
a public key, along with a recent announcement potentially
signed by the Unblock directory service5 . The announcement asserts which services are accessible from the node,
and where the node is located (e.g., country or ISP domain).
Exit nodes announce their presence periodically
through announcement messages. When nodes receive
an announcement, they immediately forward the announcement to their neighbors. The return paths of these
announcements determine a minimum latency routing
tree that is used when communicating to the exit node.
Announcements contain a timestamp, nonce, the hash
of the public key of the exit node, an optional set of exit

3.5

Internal Overlay DHT

Unblock includes a DHT as a rendezvous service for
locating the current IP address of peers when a node
rejoins the overlay [20]. We cannot rely on an external
DHT, such as OpenDHT or Vuze’s DHT, as access to these
can be blocked. The system therefore has to provide a
DHT-like functionality using just the nodes participating
in the overlay. An additional restriction is that the DHT
implementation should not expose the identities of nodes
participating in the system; that is, DHT operations should
be performed using just local information comprising of
the trusted or untrusted links known to the participants.
Another requirement is that the DHT needs to be robust
to byzantine moles operating as DHT service nodes. Other
security-focused DHT designs, such as Whanau [25] and
membership-concealing overlay networks [52], address
these requirements using a Byzantine-resistant algorithm
across all members of a social network. We use a much
simpler design, leveraging the exit node routes that already
exist in the system design.

4 For example, law enforcement sometimes misattributes traffic from
a Tor exit node to the owner of the node.
5 The purpose of the directory system is described in 3.6. The
directory service is replicated, e.g., on PlanetLab nodes in our current
deployment, to ensure higher availability and reachability, and can be
accessed either directly or through the Unblock overlay.
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The DHT is created by partitioning keyspace across the
exit nodes that participate in the system. Both objects and
exit node identifiers are hashed onto a circular keyspace,
and objects are assigned to the exit node that is closest
to it in the keyspace. To perform lookups and updates,
we leverage the fact that the exit node announcements
create a routing table at each node in the system. This
table contains the next hop to route to each exit node.
When a node wishes to query the DHT it can first look at
its local routing table to find the exit node most adjacent
in key-space to the desired key. The node then routes the
query to the exit node through the appropriate neighbor,
and nodes along the way maintain state in order to route the
reply. There is no guarantee that the querying node knows
about all exit nodes6 , so each hop along the path computes
the closest known exit node to the target key and routes
the query towards it. DHT lookups can be routed through
both trusted and untrusted links, increasing resilience.
This scheme is essentially a variant of Virtual Ring
Routing [8], where nodes are able to provide a DHT-like
abstraction by routing messages through their neighbors
in a physical network. Our approach adds an additional
restriction in that the DHT storage is hosted on just the
signed exit nodes (as opposed to all overlay nodes) in
order to improve both security and performance. First,
if all nodes are allowed to serve as DHT storage nodes,
then an adversary can mount Sybil attacks and lower
DHT availability [51]. Second, since most nodes would
have received validated exit node announcements, they
can directly route towards the appropriate storage node
without requiring recursive lookups as in [8]. While our
design incurs higher overhead and larger routing tables
than membership-concealing overlays [52], this overhead
was already necessary for relaying user traffic to exit
nodes. By leveraging this primitive, we can ultimately use
a simpler design with similar security properties.
The DHT is used to perform rendezvous for nodes rejoining the system. In order to reconnect, nodes use the systeminternal DHT to update their current address to friends. All
that is required for reconnection is that at least one previous
connection remains at the address it was last seen.
3.6

properties of Unblock communications, and then sketching
how we gain performance within those constraints in 3.7.
The Unblock protocol encompasses several stages: rendezvous, connection establishment, choice of exit node,
and data transfer. Below, we discuss how Unblock prevents
the exposure of node identities to an adversary and limits
his ability to disrupt overlay communication for each stage.
Rendezvous: Unblock uses the DHT to store IP address
information needed for rendezvous. The stored information is encrypted to ensure that the DHT cannot be crawled
to determine the IP addresses of the nodes participating
in the overlay. Specifically, each node is identified by a
1024 bit RSA key pair. This key is persistent, even if the IP
address of the peer changes. At startup, a node will insert
a copy of its current connection information (IP address,
port number) into the internal DHT for each of its direct
links. These copies will be encrypted with the neighbors
public key, and indexed into the DHT using a 20 byte,
randomly generated shared secret, agreed upon during the
first successful connection. This ensures the secrecy of
both the key and contents.
Connection Establishment: Unblock connections
between neighbors use SSL based on the nodes’ RSA
key pairs. This prevents an adversary from knowing what
service is offered, probing the hosts to identify whether
a given node is running Unblock7 , or distinguish the
protocol from other SSL connections. Control messages,
such as DHT searches and exit node announcements occur
directly within this connection. As part of connection
establishment, nodes also detect if they can transmit UDP
packets to each other, and data transfer will occur through
encrypted UDP packets when possible. While our existing
transport uses SSL and DTLS, we can also tunnel within
existing obfuscation systems to disguise our traffic as
other protocols, like Skype or HTTPS [49, 54].
Exit Node: An important property of the Unblock
protocol is resilience to adversaries claiming to offer exit
capabilities. The two mechanisms a malicious exit node
can leverage to directly attack the system are: (1) flooding
announcements to overwhelm the system, and (2) blackholing received traffic. We mitigate these attacks through
certification. Nodes in the system will forward exit node
announcements if they are signed by a trusted directory
service. This property allows the trusted service to throttle
the total rate of exit node announcements on the network
and to verify the functionality of exit nodes before signing
proposed announcements. Exit nodes will periodically
request certification from the directory service through the
Unblock overlay. Unsigned exit node announcements are
subjected to strict rate limiting by each node. In order to
limit sybil attacks on the directory server, we require computational puzzles to be solved as part of the certification

Overlay Security: Attacks and Defenses

There are two key considerations in the design of the overlay routing and transport protocol used in Unblock. The
most important is defense, which prompts the use of secure
DHT access, per-hop and end-to-end encryption, and of
mixing messages from different connections into packets
to protect users from an adversarial network. The second
goal for the protocol is performance, which motivates the
use of a custom application-level wire format, multi-path
support, and UDP datagrams rather than TCP connections.
We discuss these two separately, first laying out the security

7 This

probing technique is used by China to identify hidden Tor
bridge nodes.

6 This can happen immediately after startup for example.
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request. Because sybil exit nodes can perform a variety
of availability attacks (i.e. selectively blackhole traffic),
the directory server periodically checks for bad behavior
from exit nodes. In the future, we could also introduce a
reputation system that allows users to keep track of poorlyperforming exit nodes. Individual nodes can also request
additional random exit nodes from the directory service
in order to detect whether it is being actively attacked.
The use of a directory server does open additional
channels of attack that we must now address. First, if an
adversary controls a node on an announcement path, it
can selectively forward only the announcements for exit
nodes it is colluding with. This attack is mitigated by the
presence of shortcut links, which allow nodes exposure
to additional announcement paths via random nodes in
the overlay and forces an adversary to fully partition the
network for an effective attack. Secondly, an adversary
may attempt to directly attack the directory server, through
a denial of service attack. The service can be built to
withstand such attacks, since it can run across multiple
machines and addresses to increase availability. If the
service is successfully taken offline, the only negative
effect is that advertisement trees may become stale.

overlay paths span multiple hops, often spanning several
continents. End-to-end congestion control responds to
congestion over timescales of RTT, leading to slow ramp
up and slow recovery from loss. We address these issues
by adding explicit per-hop flow control, where nodes
communicate how much they are willing to buffer for each
active connection.
This mechanism minimizes queueing and eliminates
packet loss on overlay nodes by regulating the flow of
data from upstream nodes using credits. Credit to send
data to a downstream node is replenished through control
messages. When a node detects that a queue is building
up, it stops issuing credits to upstream nodes, temporarily
slowing or stopping incoming flow. This design is similar
to mechanisms used in ATM networks [23], which suggest
that some queue must be allowed to form to fully utilize
the bottleneck node [46].
Nodes in Unblock therefore detect if they are a
bottleneck, and manage their credits accordingly. Nodes
can detect that they are non-bottleneck nodes when they
are limited by credits rather than their own bandwidth.
This allows us to fully use available throughput while
minimizing latency at intermediate hops.

3.7

End-to-end Congestion Control over Multiple Paths:
The routing algorithm ideally yields multiple paths to a
specific exit node. Data from the incoming stream is split
into chunks, which are then transmitted across all available
paths using UDP datagrams. The receiving endpoint
assembles the packets and delivers it to the application
in the correct order. Unblock handles congestion over
end-to-end paths using a TCP style transfer window for
each overlay path that is updated using the traditional
additive increase multiplicative decrease mechanism upon
packet losses over that path (as in MPTCP [55]).
We also use a redundancy mechanism to balance the
goals of latency and throughput. Based on how much
data has been transmitted, the sender will determine if
the stream is a data-intensive, throughput-bound stream,
or a bursty, latency bound stream. Initially, all transfers
are assumed to be latency sensitive and messages will be
duplicated and sent along multiple overlay paths. The
amount of duplication is steadily reduced as more bytes
are transferred over the end-to-end path. This balances
the goal of minimizing latency when transmitting small
pieces of content with the goal of using all of the available
throughput for larger transfers.

Overlay Performance

A usable system needs to provide an acceptable level of performance for typical interactive browsing. We believe the
choice of protocol mechanism dramatically influence the
viability of overlay transport. We examine several mechanisms, including: the use of UDP datagrams with custom
flow control, the ability to take advantages of multiple
paths through the overlay, and a custom application-level
protocol for web requests, and show these mechanisms
make the Unblock protocol efficient for web browsing.
Datagram Flow Control: Path conditions can change
due to churn or temporary bursts of traffic. Tor multiplexes
traffic between nodes, with multiple independent flows
multiplexed onto a single reliable TCP connection
between adjacent relays. When these flows have different
characteristics, the multiplexing can result in suboptimal
performance for all flows traversing the link8 . The most
immediate issue is that small, latency sensitive flows can
get “stuck” behind larger bulk data transfers. To address
this issue we use a datagram based transport at each
overlay hop and end-to-end congestion control across the
entire overlay path. This minimizes interference between
flows that share the same overlay hop.
Nodes in the system can have very different upload capabilities, which will result in queuing. Flows originating
at a high bandwidth node will quickly fill the buffers of
subsequent low bandwidth relays. Aggravating this issue,

3.8

Deployment

Unblock leverages resources provided by the participants
in the system in order to provide a self-scaling network,
in contrast to other systems which pay to operate a number
of proxies [14, 56] or those systems where there is a
distinction between users of the system and relays that
constitute the transport infrastructure (e.g., Tor).

8 Prior studies have diagnosed these issues in the context of Tor and
proposed backwards-compatible fixes to Tor, while retaining the basic
per-hop TCP transport and single path transfers [2, 15, 39].
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Our prototype Unblock implementation is built on top
of OneSwarm, an existing social-network based overlay
aimed at peer-to-peer file sharing [20]. Bundling Unblock
with another application addresses some of the challenges
associated with deployment and incentives. First, it allows
us to the develop and test our system under real-world
conditions, and across an existing deployment.
We do have to ensure that the incentives for Unblock are
aligned with users of the underlying system. For instance,
there should be benefits for existing users to serve as relays,
considering that Unblock users would not necessarily
participate in the underlying network. Interestingly, by
establishing trusted or untrusted links with Unblock users,
connectivity increases, which in turn translates to more
diversity of overlay paths between overlay users. In other
words, it suffices that Unblock users are passive transport
relays as opposed to active participants.

4

are chosen at random from available nodes in the graph.
We performed our evaluation for varying churn, wherein
the node uptimes and downtimes are modeled using
Poisson distributions. Lastly, shortcuts are only created
between nodes that have degree less than the desired
threshold of active connections. This restriction protects
high-degree nodes from being overloaded and restricts
disclosure of high-value nodes to censors.
Figure 7(a) shows the improvement in the availability
of paths to exit nodes as we augment the underlying social
network for the Youtube dataset with additional untrusted
links. In this experiment, we set 10% of the nodes to be
exit nodes. We perform our experiment for a range of node
uptime values. For each value of expected node uptime
fraction f , we set the number of untrusted links discovered
by the RNL mechanism to be 3/f . This parameter setting
implies that each active node, in expectation, will have
three untrusted links to other active nodes in the system.
The results show that the augmented social overlay
provides dramatically higher availability of paths to exit
nodes, especially when the node uptime fraction is low
(as is the case with most peer-to-peer systems [18, 41, 47]).
The Youtube social network comprises about a million
users. We performed the analysis described above on both
smaller and larger social networks (e.g., the Foursquare
network with about hundred thousand users and the Flickr
network with about two million users) and with varying
numbers of exit nodes. We obtained results that were
qualitatively similar. For example, adding untrusted links
improved availability from 39% to 97% for the Flickr
social network and from 59% to 99% for the Foursquare
social network under the assumption that the fraction of
node uptime is 0.2.
We also examined the improvement in latency of the
path to an exit node using the Youtube dataset. Figure 7(b)
shows the CDF of latencies to any available exit node
when nodes are online for 50% of the time. We examine
this with and without untrusted links, and observe that
the use of untrusted links also significantly lowers latency.
We also model a strong adversary that monitors exposed
shortcut nodes from 10000 moles in the network. The
censor also has the power to block all of a node’s links
if exposed to its moles9 . As expected, we found a linear
relationship between the number of attack edges and
the number of honest nodes exposed to moles. More
importantly, Figure 7(b) shows that there is minimal
degradation in both connectivity and performance as a
consequence of having the strong adversary.
Finally, we examined the impact of various types of
disruption attacks by adversarial nodes. We modeled an
adversary who had compromised a fraction of the nodes in
the social overlay and has the ability to drop protocol mes-

Evaluation

In this section, we present experiments that evaluate Unblock. Currently, the Unblock extension has been enabled
by a small set of users on top of OneSwarm. We do not have
access to the topology of the user base, making it difficult
to quantify the performance and robustness of Unblock using that deployment. We therefore evaluate Unblock using
simulations and controlled wide-area testbed experiments.
We use a simulator to evaluate the security and
performance properties of Unblock at scale. We measure
the impact of using an augmented overlay. Shortcut links
are shown to maintain connectivity for more nodes for
typical uptimes seen in peer-to-peer systems. We then
explore the trade-off between better availability and risk
of disruption of service by a censor adversary.
Next we evaluate the performance of our transport
layer implementation using a multi-hop test framework
in PlanetLab. We examine the individual mechanisms
that comprise the transport layer used in Unblock and
also compare its performance against standard transport
mechanisms used in systems such as Tor.
4.1

Simulation Results

Using the simulator, we find that the shortcut discovery
protocol effectively improves the connectivity to any
particular exit node in the face of churn, while restricting
the number of honest users that are exposed to a censor’s
moles in an attack. Even with a strong model of an
adversary that can block all edges of the exposed nodes
in the network, shortcuts effectively improve connectivity.
We perform these measurements using simulated
networks based on the datasets collected by [32, 61]. For
some of these datasets, as in the Youtube social network,
we were able to obtain the geographical location of the
user. In such cases, we attribute a latency between users
using predictions from iPlane [29]. Exit nodes and moles

9 In practice, a censor would be able to block communications to the

relay only from those nodes within the censored domain.
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Figure 7: (a) Fraction of nodes with paths to exit nodes on the Youtube social network dataset for varying node uptimes and with
10% of the nodes being exit nodes. (b) Impact of untrusted links on latency to exit nodes when 50% of users are online. (c) Fraction
of nodes with paths to exit nodes under adversarial attacks on availability.

mance was evaluated using PlanetLab nodes located across
the US. In all trials, the topology consisted of four disjoint
paths from client to server, each with three hops. All nodes
were selected randomly from the available pool, with nodes
reselected between each trial. We conformed to the underlying networks imposed bandwidth rate limit of 1Mbps
at each node. In Figure 8, we present observed throughput
achieved with the various transport improvements: Transferring data using an encrypted UDP transport, transferring
data concurrently over multiple paths, and dynamic use of
redundant packet transmissions. Throughput is measured
as the time required to transmit one megabyte of data. Using multiple paths with UDP improves throughput linearly
until three paths, where bandwidth of either the source or
destination node limited the ability to transmit or receive
more. We also examine the throughput of multi-path flows
that do not perform any redundant transmissions in order
to characterize the capacity lost due to redundancy; this
scheme provides only a marginal increase in throughput
indicating that the cost of redundant transmissions is low.
Figure 9 provides microbenchmark results that evaluate
the use of redundant transmissions. We measure the transmission time for a 100 kilobyte flow across the same topology as the other experiments, with and without the adaptive
use of redundant transmissions. While most links in our
testbed had robust performance characteristics, when slow
or flakey links were encountered, redundant transmissions
were able to maintain a low latency connection by mitigating retransmissions and in-order delivery delays.
We conclude with an evaluation of web page load performance through the overlay. We evaluated the performance
of our transport by inserting the Unblock overlay as a
relay to a SOCKS proxy. The PhantomJS headless webkit
browser was used to measure page load times of Alexa top
100 popular websites. Much of the time spent rendering
a page comes from dependent resources, making network
latency more important than many systems admit.
This set of experiments demonstrates the huge importance of lowering latency in order to efficiently handle
the small, bursty traffic associated with web requests.
Figure 10 shows that Unblock has a fairly constant 2-5
second page load penalty compared with loading pages
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sages and disrupt transport channels by dropping packets.
In particular, we considered an adversary who dropped
RNL messages, forwarded exit node announcements, and
then dropped the data packets of an overlay flow. Note that
it is more effective for the adversary to forward exit node
announcements so as to position itself on more overlay
transport paths. Figure 7(c) shows the fraction of nodes
with working paths to exit nodes as we vary the fraction of
live nodes that are compromised. We find that connectivity
in the augmented overlay is adversely impacted only in
the case of a determined adversary who has compromised
more than 20% of the nodes.
4.2

Transport Performance

We next consider microbenchmarks that allow us to
examine the performance and latency enhancements made
possible by different versions of the transport layer. Perfor-
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effort (as we show in Section 2). Tor developers also have
employed camouflage and steganography techniques, such
as obfsproxy [49] and StegoTorus [54], to prevent censors
from fingerprinting Tor network traffic. Membershipconcealing networks have also been studied as an isolated
problem [52] from censorship resistance. While these obfuscation and membership-concealing systems alone cannot provide censorship resistance, they provide useful techniques that can be applied to Unblock. Censorspoofer [53]
conceals its proxies by leveraging asymmetric paths and
IP spoofing to send traffic to clients. However, the system
is limited by the proxy’s ability to spoof addresses from
within its Internet service provider, as well as limited
indirect paths to contact proxies. Recently, there has been a
proposal for rearchitecting the Internet to provide Tor like
functionality at the network level [28]. Also related to such
an approach is Telex [56], which utilizes steganography
over random bits within an HTTPS header to hide a tag
that a middlebox can later detect and use to reroute the
packet. Both approaches require pervasive changes at the
network level and face significant deployment challenges.
Sybil defenses: Sybil defenses include strong identities,
computational puzzles and bandwidth contributions to
make peers prove that they are not Sybils, and leveraging
social networks [25, 60]. Defenses based on social networks, such as SybilGuard [60], might seem appropriate
for our setting as they limit the creation of trust relations to
unknown identities based on the social network properties
of the requesting nodes. They are however insufficient for
the threat model we consider partly because they do not
provide any mechanisms for concealing the membership
of the social network and partly because they provide
weak bounds on the number of trust links created to Sybils
by the network as a whole.
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Figure 10: Web page load time across the Unblock overlay.
Unblock represents load times across a three hop overlay using
the optimized Unblock transport protocol. Single path TCP
shows baseline load times for the same topology using per-hop
TCP over a single overlay path.

directly. The use of UDP, the ability to take advantage
of multiple channels, and the credit-based flow control
already provides a significantly less variable and lower
latency service than the baseline transport that uses
per-hop TCP connections over a single overlay path.
Performance in privacy preserving overlays is an important problem, and we note from these experiments that the
transport protocol is both critical for achieving network
performance, and dependent on the network overlay. An
end-user based blocking resistant overlay like Unblock
will gain optimal performance from a different set of protocol choices than a system built with dedicated open-access
relays, and in particular the use of multi-path and redundant
transfers are more important in the Unblock scenario.

5

Related Work

Providing privacy and anonymity for Internet users has
been a longstanding goal of the research community, and
Unblock draws on a large corpus of previous work.
Anonymous Communications: Crowds [40] provides
anonymity by having an intermediary either choose a
random successor or simply transmit to the destination.
Tor [14] leaves the choice of relays to the source.
Anonymizing networks such as Tor have been shown to
be slow for reasons beyond bandwidth constraints [2].
Systems have been proposed to improve performance of
these networks using congestion control [59] and network
maintenance [31]. Unblock takes advantage of lessons
learned from these systems, as well as years of multipath
networking research [38, 55]. There has also been a variety
of work on anonymous self-contained darknets such as
Freenet [12]. By contrast, Unblock focuses on providing
unrestricted open Internet access.
Censorship resistance:
Naturally, anonymizing
solutions have been adapted to achieve censorship resistance [11]. A key stumbling block is that most proxy-based
anonymizing solutions aren’t membership concealing.
The Tor developers recognized this challenge [50] and use
semi-secret bridges, but they can be exposed with some

6

Conclusion

The desire for uncensored Internet access has motivated
the development of systems for censorship circumvention.
However, most popular systems are easily blocked and
often offer poor performance. In this paper, we presented
the design and implementation of Unblock, a blockingresistant overlay network that can reroute Internet traffic
to avoid censorship. Unblock is designed to combine the
security, privacy, and locality properties of routing over social networks with the more robust connectivity properties
of open access overlays. It is designed to be resilient to various blocking and infiltration attacks and provides high performance transport over multi-hop overlays. Through large
scale simulations of the system and measurements of a prototype implementation deployed on PlanetLab, we show
that Unblock can provide high availability and improved
performance. We believe the ideas behind Unblock will allow it to improve upon both the privacy and performance of
existing proxy-based censorship circumvention systems.
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